BASES IN HILBERT SPACE RELATED TO THE
It is clear that J, preserves inner product, i.e., Let T denote the space of all such shift operators. Then T c 2. I n fact, 1' is a one-parameter group of unitary transformations from B(A) onto R(A).
The space 2 c d: of all bounded linear operatols which commute n-it11 shift operators is defined by (7)
Proof. It is easy to verify that Z is a normed linear space. NTe need only to prove completeness. Let (A,,) be a Cauchy sequence in 2 . Since A , E 2, there exists an A f 6: such that A, --t A in norm. We claim that , 4 E 2 .
To this end consider From I/J, I/ = 1and 11 An -A 11 -+ 0 , we have
The result follows after taking supremum over f ( t ) E B ( A ) with 
( j w ) and G(jw) are the Fourier transforms of f ( t ) and g ( t ) , respectively.
Next we consider the Hilbert space l2 of all complex-valued square surnnlable sequences f = ( f n )z,, with its appropriate spaces of operators. We give no proofs since they can be carried out in the same manner as for B(il).
The space 3 of all bounded linear operators with domain and range l2is a Banach space. Define for every integer r the shift operator JT by
Let denote the space of all such shift operators. It follows that f' c 2 and f ' is a one-parameter group of unitary transformations from l2 onto 12. Since W (jw) is arbitrary, the product ~, ( j w )k*(jw) should depend on the difference n -k for all integers n, k and for almost every w. Consider first n = k. I E,(jw) l2 is independent of n. Therefore we can write E,(jw) in the form (23) E,(jw) = ~( w ) e j~" ( " ) , where B(w) = I E,(jw) 1 for all n.
Next consider n f k. Then, ~, ( j w )~k * ( j w ) can be written in the form E,(jw)Ek*(jw)= ~~(,,)~j[+'n(")-'k(")I = ~2 (~)~j~( n -k for some real measurable function r(-, ). In particular, if we let n -k = 1, areget a recursive formula (24) e j~k + l (~) = ejy(l,") ej+'k(o) for all k. 
En(jw)
ejn'(w),
where c p ( w ) is a real measurable function and G(jw) may be complex. Note t,hat both G(jw) and ~( w ) are independent of n.
Suficiency. It is clear that (26) 4. Orthonormality and completeness of the set fe,(t)) .In the preceding section we found the general form that the desired basis functions in B(A) should take. We now investigate the problem of orthonormality and completeness of the set of functions characterized by (26). This will give us a class of bases in Hilbert space which have a common functional structure.
Since the Fourier transform is a unitary transformation [4, $371, it suffices to consider the sets fE,(jw)) instead of (e,(t)]. In the sequel, for matters of convenience, we shall take A = (a, b ) , where (a, b) can be a finite or infinite interval.
The orthonormality requirement is whereas the closure property is The following lemma will be used later on in the proof of a theorem on orthonormality. It concerns integrals of composite functions. Proof. Necessity.
a, b) .It follows easily that the inner products 
